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Measurements of inelastic scattering effects of Ra-a-Be and Ra-a-B neutrons in Fe, 

Pb, and Bi have been made. A usa fission threshold detector wa used. The method consisted 

in measuring the fiS!ion counting rate in the detector wit 1 and without the spherical scatterer 

surrounding the source. From the decrease in the counLing rate caused by the presence of the 

scatterer, values of the cross section for inelastic scatterirg to below the Uta fission thresh ld 

were calculated for several as umed values of the elastic tering cro section. 

---------

I. INTRODUCTION 

THIS report describes orne experiments 
performed by the authors in the early part 

of 1943 at the Metallurgical Laboratory of the 

University of Chicago under the auspices of the 

Manhattan District. The purpose of the experi

ments was to measure the cross sections of Fe, 

Pb, and Bi for inelastic scattering of fast neu

trons. As sources of fast neutrons Ra-a-B and 

Ra-a-Bemi.xturcs1 were used . For detector, the 
fast fission of um with .1 threshold of about one 

1ev was employed. Because fast fission of U218 

wa used as detector, the experiment dealt only 

with that part of the neutron source spectrum 

which is above the threshold energy. ·lore 

exactly, the inelastic scattering cross section 

measured i an average for all the energies in the 

neutron spectrum of the cross section for scat

tering of these neutrons to below the threshold. 

n. EXPEIUMltNT 

The experimental procedure is patterned after 

that used by Szilard · nd Zinn.' Figure 1 is a 

schematic diagram showing the experimental 

arrangement. A source of fast neutrons was 

placed at a given distance from a sphericaA ura

nium-coated ionization chamber. The chamber 

wa~ connected in the conventional manner to a 

linear amplifier and scaling circuit for the 

purpose of counting fission pulses. The chamber 

• Present addresses of the authors: L. Szilard, lMtitute 
for Radiobiology_. Universi!Y of Chicago, Chicago, Illinois; 
S. Bernstem, Clinton Nat:Jonal Laboratories, Oak Ridge, 
Tennessee; B. Feld, Massachusetts Institute of Tech
nology, Cambridge, Massachusetts; J. Ashlcin, University 
ol Rochester, Rochester, New York. 

1 H. L. Anderson and B. T. Feld, Rev. Sci. Inst. 11, 186 
(1947). 

1 Private communication . 

was urrounded by Cd so that neutrons which 

may have been slowed down to thermal energies 

by colli~ion with the walls of the room would be 

prevent~..'Cl from causing fi 'ons in the um. 
There vere, possibly, some fission in um 
resultin~~ from epi-cadmium neutron , but the 

num~r of these relative to the number of fast 

fission n U218 must be mall, since the rei tivt: 

amount of U116 in normal uranium is small, and 

the source emits no slow ne tron . The 6 ion 

countin rate is then proportional to the fast 

neutron flux through the chamber. (A f t 

neutron in thi& report is defined to be ne hose 

energy in above the U218 fission threshold.) The 

source if then surro nded by a here of scat

tering material and the m urement of e 

fi ion counting rat repeated. • he ratio of 

counti grates, with t without tterer, i t u 

det<'rm'ne . From thi ratio the i elcwtic S<'.at· 

tering c1 oss section may be erived. Table l 
gives the measured values of this ratio, caJied F, 
for the \-arious scatterers used. 

m. Il'iTE:R.PRE'i'ATIOl'f 

The ·atio of f· t fi ion counting ra es, F, is 

equal t.:J the ratio of fas fl xe through t 

fission chamber. From F it is possible obtai 

the rat'o, F', of the numbev- of fast neutron 

e erginr from the scattering spb~r to th 
number of fast neutron emitted b e so (.'e. 

S'nce the presence of the pher (and elastic 

scattering in t. e sph ) giv s the emergmg 

neutrons an angular distribution w ich no longer 

correspcnds to a point source, F' d Fare not 

precisely equal. An estimate of the u per limit 

of the difference between F and F' indicated 

that, for the small spheres and larg-e source to 
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FIG. 1, Schematic diagram of experimental arrangement. 

detector distances used in the experiments, the 
difference was always less than 1 percent. This 
correction has been applied in the interpretation 
of the data. 

The simplest interpretation of the experiments 
assumes that the only possible process is one of 
inelastic scattering. For fast neutrons the capture 
cross section can be considered negligible in 
comparison. Thus, if ')..i is the mean free path for 
inelastic scattering in the sphere, the number of 
fast neutrons emerging i 

(1) 

where t is the thickness of the sphere (the radius 
minus the small amount rut out to accommodate 
the source). 

This interpretation is satisfactory if: (1) th 
thickness of the sphere is small compared to the 
mean free path for total (elastic plu inelastic) 
scattering; (2) the elastic scattering cross section 
is small compared to the inelastic attering 
cross section. The values for inelastic scattering 
cross section found in this approximation are 
given in column 6 of Table I. 

Elastic scattering will cause a decrease in the 
number of fast neutrons emerging from the scat
tering sphere. For elastic scattering increases 
the path of the fast neutrons in the sphere and, 
thus, gives them a greater opportunity to suffer 
inelastic collisions. The larger the sphere, the 
more pronounced will be the effect of elastic 
scattering on the number of emergent fast 
neutrons. To calculate this effect we classify the 
neutrons a primary, first, second, etc., genera
tion fast neutrons. A primary fast neutron is one 
which emerges from the sphere without having 
uffered any collisions; a first generation fa t 

neutron has suffered one elastic but no inelastic 
collision, etc. 

For one fast neutron starting out from the 
source, the number of primary fast neutrons 
emerging from the sphere is 

fo=e-'1 ~, (2) 

where t is the thickness of the sphere, ').. i now 
the mean free path corresponding to both elastic 
and inelastic scattering. 

The primary neutrons act as a source of fir t 
generation fast neutrons. The number of these 
produced in the sphere is (1-/n)(ue~.u<~•/uwttJ.) . 
The density of first generations neutron is pro
portional to 

I /r'r''~. 

where r is the distance from the center of the 
source in the sphere. The fraction of these emerg
ing as fast neutron from the sphere, f, , t'<lll no 
longer be calculated as simply as though the 
source were at the center; ho\\t'Ver, it catt be 
computed in a straightforward fa hion b) pl!r
forming numerical integrations. The number of 
first generation neutrons emerging per primary 
fast neutron is then 

u., 
Ft= (l-fn)- ft =Puft. (3) 

Uto tft.J 

The number of second generation neutrons 
produced is Po (l-fi)(u.t u,o,al ) =PoPt· f these, 
the fraction /2 emerges f.ls t from the sphere. 
/2 may be calculated if \\ e know the sour<.:e dis
tribution of second generation neutrons in this 
sphere. For th second aml all further genera
tions, we hav assumed a neutron density pro
portional to 1/r'. Using this cakulat d f, =fa 
= · · · = f,., the number of second generation 
neutrons emerging from the sphere, F,, is PoPtf, 
and the number of third get1erat10n neutron 
produced is p0p1p2• The number of thtrd gener~
tion neutrons emerging from the sphere ts 
PoPtPJs• F,. 

Calculating in this way the number of fast 
neutrons escaping for each generation, we have 
for the nth generation 

(4) 

The total number of fast neutron escapin~ from 
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TABLE l. Pairs oi "• and "•' to give mea~ured rati , F. 

====-..;;:_;=-..:.:.== ---
Radou1 r Th kn of 

Sourtt ScatLerer atterer. em ICatt,.re:r. em 

RaB Bi 8.29 7.10 
12.02 10. 6 

l'b 8.21 7.22 
10.72 9.5-

Fe 5.70 -1 .60 
.JJ 7.1-1-

Ra-Be Ri 8.29 7l0 
12.n.l 11.10 

Ph 8 .!I 7.-H 
!O.il ?.79 

Fe - 70 t. 0 
JJ 7..3 

th sphere is, thu 

"' 
F= L FH = J~+ /1/> ~ /2/1nP1 

(6) 

The numb r which h,tv' sutkred an elastic col

lision before e apml;{ i obtained by summing all 

generation;.; except the primary. 

It is to these neutrons that the correction for 

angular dist1·ihution must be applied. A series of 

calculations has Lecn carriecJ out u ing the above 

formulae and different vatu s of u,,. From thee, 

the values of u;, the inelastic scattering cross 

., in Hat 

F ••1-o ~ 

----- - ----
0.79±0.0.! 1 1 1.12 1.08 1.05 0.97 
0fl9±0.02 Ul I.H 1.05 0.97 0.90 

0. 0±0.02 0 1)4 0. 8 () !)J 077 0.12 

0.71±0.01 1.12 1.f4 1.00 0. 0 .80 

0.73±0.01 f) ·g 07 0 ()f) ll .r>O 0.49 

O.b2±0.02 (I 2 O. i l () ,()0 0.17 0.35 

0.73 0.02 1.56 UR I.J 1.29 uo 
0.04±0.02 l 1-1 1, 1<; 1.14 I 14 1.(16 

O.i4±0.02 I 2(, I.IQ l.ll I 0,95 

O.tH±0.02 1.-12 I 31 1.23 1.12 1.00 

0.6 ±0.01 1.0. 0.92 0.80 0.71 
0.57±0 02 1.00 n . . \ O.il 0.62 

- ---

.: ction, b · t fitting tlw t xpt•rirn~ntal ratio haw 

been found for a numbt•r uf diiT~n·nt value, of era~. 

Thetie are given in Table I 

IV. CONCLUSIONS 

If the only t•flen t.tking place in the ·att ·rin r 

spheres \\l'rt· tho discu :.-.cd above, and if th 

above uullin ·d method of calculation of these 

effects wen: adequate, then there houlrl be one 

combinatiun of inelas ir and clastic ·attering 

cross sections leading to the measur ·d F for the 

two differ •nt Lhil kn s of ·atterer u rl for 

each type of m,tterial. A glance at th table 

rves to ·how lh, L this i not the c se. 

One po · ·ible reason for the failure of the 

simple interpretation outlined abo· i that there 

t a not her eflet'l which tends to dccn.·a::;e the 

inelastir attcring cro ·:; ction (a measured in 

thi experiment) as the siz of the scattering 

sph re is increased. This effect is in the n, ture of 

'! ,\ !IU. II. Inelastic scaLtering cross :;ection (bam ). 

Neutron source Det~tor Lead BL!mUlh 

Ra-Be F e11(n,p) Mn16 2.13±0.24 2.32±0.20 
Al17(n,p)Mgn 1.97±0.16 1.98±0.09 
Cu(n,n-y) 0.91±0.08 0.63±0.o<> 
Pb(n,n-y) 0.7 :!:0.16 

Ro-Be i(n,p) l.4 u 
AJ(n,t2s 1.8 
uu• ion 1.34 1.85 

d-d una fission 0.55 0.64 

• D. C. Graham and G. T. Seaberg, Phys. Rev. 53, 795 (1938). 
• C. H. Collie and J. H. E. Griffiths, Proc. Roy. Soc. AlSS, 434 (1936) . 

• J. Marshall and L. Szilard, priv. COIIllD. 

1 W. H. Zinn and L. Szilard, priv. comm. 

Iron Rrf•..,.n~ 

(3) 
(3) 

0 . • 7 ±0.05 (.1) 
0.62±0.07 (.1~ 

~!~ 1.1 

~~) 
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t:1l&e !l!ICt tAa t 
ecattsering to 

ttu-,hn!lrl" decreaaes with 
a&ing tron en«gy, eo that the neutrons 

· t merrY clo8e to the threshold are more 
rapid y remowd from the faa n atron beam 

neutrona o ene y far mbove th 
~ The eourcea emL a epectrum of 

'ng u.p (in th_ case of Ra-a-Be) to 
about 12 ev. 

It s':lou d be stressed that wh t we call, for the 
rpoees' of this report, inelastic scattering ia 

really only a special type of inelastic scattering 
where'n t e original fast neutron loee8 enough 
energy to drop below the threshold of our 
detector. Strictly speaking, inelastic ecattering 
i m process in which the scattering nucleus is 

t in any one of the (en rgetically) possible 
excited tates; elaati BCattering (except for 
"shadow" ecattering) is a special c where the 
nucleus end up in its ground ata~e. Of all the 
poesib e states in which inelastic scattering can 
leave a nucleus, our method of measurement 
picks out onJy those scatterings in which the 
neutron oaes enough energy to dro below the 
threshold. For neutrons of energy very much 
rreater than 1 Mev, mos inelast c scatterings 
will not be detected. Our experiment is mo t 
11e11sitive for neutrons close ta the threshold. On 
the other hand, since more levels become avail
able with increasing neutron energy, the true 
inelastic scattering cross section increases with 
enerJY until it reaches the value rR1 (the cross 
section for formation of the compo nd nucleus). 

Li tJe · known abo t the energy spectra 
emitted by the aoun:es used in this experiment 
beyond fact that both emit a rather broad 
distribution of energies, with both th averaae 
and the maximum energy being greater for the 
Ra- Be source.7 Because we do 'not k1lOW the 
energy distributions, nor the details of the level 
schemes of the nuclei invotved, none of effects 
mentioned above could be calcula 
estimated for our experiment. Hence t uncer· 
tainty in the results, as indicated by values 
in the table. For all three elements, ~ver, the 
inelaati~ scattering is greater for Ra- Be th n for 
Ra- B neutrons. For the three element Inves
tigated the inelastic scattering incr with 
atomic weight. 

What i· really needed for a dete 1 tion of 
details of the inelastic attering pr e is a 
series of experiments involving th ttering of 
monoenergetic neutron and m a u lent of 
the energy distribution of th attered 11eu ron . 
This has been done in one in. tance. In most 
caae other observers ha\'e also used n n-mono
chromatic neutron soun·e and thr hold de· 
tectors. Their results are equally diffi ·ult to 
interpret rigorously. A compilation of values of 
other observers is given in Tabl 1 I.' 

'B. T. Feld, R . Scalettar, and L. zilard, Ph\ . Rev. 71, 
464 (1947). 

1 H. F. Dunlap and R . N. L1Ltl , Ph ·s. Re.: . 60, 693 
(1941). 
'Not~ added in prooC: See also the recent work of H. H. 

Bartchall, j. H . Manley, and V. F . Wei kopf, Phys. Rev. 
72, 875 (1947), and H. H. Barschall, M . E. Battat, W. C. 
Bright, E. R. Graves, T . Jorgen n, and J. H. Manley, 
Phys. Rev. 7Z, 881 (1947). 
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